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Background: The purpose of this study is to develop a radiomics approach to predict brain metastasis (BM) 
for stage III/IV ALK-positive non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients.
Methods: Patients with ALK-positive III/IV NSCLC from 2014 to 2017 were enrolled retrospectively. 
Their pretreatment thoracic CT images were collected, and the gross tumor volume (GTV) was defined 
by two experienced radiation oncologists. An in-house feature extraction code-set was performed based on 
MATLAB 2015b (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) in patients’ CT images to extract features. Patients were 
randomly divided into training set and test set (4:1) by using createDataPartition function in caret package. 
A test-retest in RIDER NSCLC dataset was performed to identify stable radiomics features. LASSO Cox 
regression and a leave-one-out cross-validation were conducted to identify optimal features for the logistic 
regression model to evaluate the predictive value of radiomics feature(s) for BM. Furthermore, extended 
validation for the radiomics feature(s) and Cox regression analyses which combined radiomics feature(s) and 
treatment elements were implemented to predict the risk of BM during follow-up.
Results: In total, 132 patients were included, among which 27 patients had pretreatment BM. The median 
follow-up time was 11.8 (range, 0.1–65.2) months. In the training set, one radiomics feature (W_GLCM_
LH_Correlation) showed discrimination ability of BM (P value =0.014, AUC =0.687, 95% CI: 0.551–0.824, 
specificity =83.5%, sensitivity =57.1%). It also exhibited reposeful performance in the test set (AUC =0.642, 
95% CI: 0.501–0.783, specificity =60.0%, sensitivity =83.3%). Those 105 patients without pretreatment 
BM were divided into stage III (n=57) and stage IV (n=48) groups. The radiomics feature (W_GLCM_LH_
Correlation) had moderate performance to predict BM during/after treatment in separate groups (stage III: 
AUC =0.682, 95% CI: 0.537–0.826, specificity =64.4%, sensitivity =75.0%; stage IV: AUC =0.653, 95% CI: 
0.503–0.804, specificity =70.4%, sensitivity =75.0%). Meanwhile, stage III patients could be divided into low 
risk and high risk groups for BM during surveillance according to Cox regression analysis (log-rank P value 
=0.021).
Conclusions: We identified one wavelet texture feature derived from pretreatment thoracic CT that 
presented potential in predicting BM in stage III/IV ALK-positive NSCLC patients. This could be beneficial 
to risk stratification for such patients. Further investigation is necessary to include expanded sample size 
investigation and external multicenter validation.
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Introduction

Lung cancer is one of the most common malignant tumors 
and it remains the leading cause of death worldwide (1,2). 
Among all pathological types of lung cancer, non-small cell 
lung cancer (NSCLC) accounts for 85%. Approximately 30–
43% of NSCLC patients have brain metastases (BM) when 
the disease progresses (3,4). Once BM emerges, the natural 
median progression-free survival (PFS) is only 1–2 months, 
and the 1-year survival rate is as low as 10–20% (5). More 
than 60% lung adenocarcinoma has driver gene mutations, 
among which epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 
mutation is one of the most important, with incidence 
of 30% in Asian (6). Approximately 3–5% NSCLC have 
rearrangements in anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK-
positive), and echinoderm microtubule-associated protein 
like 4-anaplastic lymphoma kinase (EML4-ALK) fusion 
is the most frequently observed (7,8). Despite the obvious 
difference in their occurrence probability, the incidence 
of brain metastasis (BM) in ALK-positive (tyrosine-kinase 
inhibitor-naive) patients (20–35%) is comparable to that 
observed in EGFR-mutated NSCLC patients (9,10). For 
ALK-positive lung cancer patients treated with TKIs, BM is 
the most common pattern of failure (60%) (11). Therefore, 
BM status might be significant in evaluating patients’ 
prognosis and curative effect, and it is necessary to explore 
effective approaches to predict it.

The suffix “-omics” is now widely applied in research 
of cancers to demonstrate the idea of extracting high-
throughput data from tumors. Genomics is defined as a 
discipline concerned with investigation of structure and 
function of genomes (12). Driver gene status of lung 
cancer, such as EML4-ALK fusion mentioned above, 
demonstrates tumor heterogeneity from microscopic 
molecular levels. In 2003, Baumann et al. (13) proposed 
the GENEPI project, which gave birth to the concept of 
“radiogenomics”. The original definition of radiogenomics 
was limited to the prediction of radiosensitivity based 
on tumor gene expression (14). Then researchers began 
to analyze the relationship between gene expression and 
“radiomics” features, thus enlarging the extent and depth of 
radiogenomics (15,16).

Radiomics refers to high-throughput extraction of 

quantitative image features that provide a comprehensive 
description of tumor phenotypes and heterogeneity (17-20).

Given the unprecedented presence of radiomics by 
Lambin et al. in 2012, the exploration and extended 
application of radiomics has developed very fast recently, 
especially in the field of lung cancer (21-23). Biomarkers 
based on radiomics features can be related to different 
clinical outcomes and potential genomic phenotypes, 
which is meaningful for risk assessment and prognostic 
evaluation (24). Yoon et al. discovered a radiomics approach 
that could decode different tumor phenotypes of ALK, 
C-ros oncogene 1 receptor tyrosine kinase (ROS1), and 
RET fusions in lung adenocarcinoma (25), which implies 
that radiomics could be applied in ALK-positive NSCLC 
patients.

Radiomics has been reported to be valuable in predicting 
lymph node metastases in different kinds of tumors (26-29),  
which indicates that radiomics has the potential to be 
developed into a marker of tumor metastasis. As far as 
we know, however, there have not been abundant reports 
regarding applying radiomics methods in predicting BM 
for ALK-positive NSCLC patients. Under this premise, 
we seek to develop a radiomics approach to predict BM for 
ALK-positive NSCLC patients in this study, which allows 
the possibility for radiomics to guide individualized risk 
assessment for such group of patients.

Methods

Our study was conducted according to the flow chart in 
Figure 1.

Data description

NSCLC patients with pathologically confirmed ALK 
rearrangement from June 2014 to September 2017 in 
Fudan University Shanghai Cancer Center (FUSCC) 
were enrolled retrospectively in this study. There were 
366 patients in total before exclusion. This retrospective 
study strictly obeyed the principles of the Declaration of 
Helsinki. This retrospective study was approved by the 
Fudan University Shanghai Cancer Center Institutional 
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Review Board (No. 1904199-14-1905) and all methods 
were performed in accordance with the guidelines and 
regulations of this ethics board. All participants signed their 
informed consent after being fully informed of the purpose 
and content of this study. Patients included in this study 
met the following qualifications:

(I) All patients were staged according to the 7th 
Edition of AJCC Cancer Staging Manual [2010], 
and those who were staged by medical images as 
overall stage III/IV NSCLC were enrolled.

(II) ALK rearrangement status was detected by 
immunohistochemistry (IHC) and fluorescent in 
situ (FISH) on tumor tissues in FUSCC, and those 
with ALK-positive NSCLC were qualified for this 
study.

(III) All patients’ thoracic CT images and RT structure 
at baseline examination could be collected from 
the Pinnacle system (8.0 m Philips Healthcare, 
Andover, MA, USA) and MIM system (version 6.6, 
MIM Software Inc. Cleveland, Ohio, USA).

(IV) All patients’ medical records, including treatment 
information and surveillance examinations, could 
be collected from the Electronic Medical Records 
System (EMRS) at FUSCC.

Clinical observation

The primary endpoint of this study was BM, which was 
defined as progression of disease to brain as assessed by 
baseline or surveillance brain MRI/CT scans both in and 

Figure 1 Study flowchart. Feature selection and test-retest (left part): GTV was delineated for feature extraction from CT scans. The 
RIDER test-retest dataset was used to find the most stable features and those whose ICC >0.9 were supposed to have good stability. 
Development of Radiomics Signature (middle part): Patients were randomly developed into training set and test set (4:1) and LASSO 
regression and logistic regression analysis were performed to develop an adequate radiomics signature to predict pretreatment BM among 
ALK-positive NSCLC patients, leaving test set for validation. Further verification of radiomics signature (right part): the predictive power 
of the previous developed radiomics signature in predicting subsequent BM was further tested in separate groups of stage III and IV patients 
who were both free from BM at baseline examination. GTV, gross tumor volume; CT, computed tomography; ICC, intraclass correlation 
coefficient; LASSO, least absolute shrinkage and selection operator; NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; BM, brain metastasis.
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out of FUSCC. Time to BM was defined as time from the 
diagnosis of NSCLC to the date of BM or censoring (date 
of last scan or follow-up).

Clinical variables and treatment information

The baseline characteristics (e.g., histology, tumor type, 
overall stage, etc.) were recorded, and conventional clinical 
prognostic factors (CPFs) used for this study included 
age (1= ≤45, 2= 45–59, 3= ≥60), gender (0= male, 1= 
female), smoking history (0= no, 1= yes), T stage (1= stage 
1–2, 2= stage 3–4), N stage (1= stage 0–1, 2= stage 2–3) 
and presence of extracranial metastasis (0= no, 1= yes). 
Treatment elements during follow-up were recorded (e.g., 
whether receive surgery, radiotherapy, chemotherapy and 
target therapy or not).

CT acquisition and segmentation

Pretreatment chest CT images were acquired with a 
Siemens Somatom Sensation MSCT scanner (Siemens 
Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) according to the 
standard scanning protocol applied in FUSCC. In this 
study, we used contrast enhanced thoracic CT images. 
CT scan parameters were as follows: tube voltage, 120 kV;  
automatic tube current modulation, 200 mAs; matrix, 
512×512. The scan ranged from the tip of the lung to the 
base of the lung, including both axillae. The original data 
were reconstructed by 1 mm thin layer and multiple plane 
reconstruction. The CT images had not been normalized. 
The gross tumor volume (GTV) was delineated by one 
radiation oncologist and reviewed by another senior 
radiation oncologist on the MIM system and both radiation 
oncologists had more than ten years of clinical experience 
in thoracic cancer. The boundaries between chest and other 
tissues were primarily identified at the abdomen window, 
leaving the lung window for contouring (Figure 2A,B).

Feature extraction and test-retest operation

In this study, we performed an in-house feature extraction 
code-set based on MATLAB 2015b (Mathworks, Natick, 
MA, USA) in patients’ CT images (30). In total, 203 
features from CT scans were extracted, which could be 
divided into seven subgroups (Table S1 and supplementary 
material):

(I) Wavelet gray level co-occurrence matrix-based 
features;

(II) Wavelet gray level run-length matrix-based features;
(III) Wavelet histogram-based features;
(IV) Gray level co-occurrence matrix-based features;
(V) Gray level run-length matrix-based features;
(VI) Geometry features;
(VII) Histogram features.
In feature extraction, we used DICOM data. Gray level 

rescaling was defined by DICOM, 100 gray levels. As for 
texture features, we used 2D texture matrix, four directions 
in 2D offset, and features were generated by averaging over 
all offsets. For wavelet features, we used a multilevel 2-D 
stationary wavelet decomposition, which was the ‘swt2’ 
function in MATLAB. The wavelet filter belongs to ‘coiflet’ 
wavelet family. Here we used ‘coif1’.

Regarding RIDER NSCLC date, a detailed CT protocol 
and segmentation were available from Aerts et al. (31) and 
Zhao et al. (32). In our study, we employed a RIDER test-
retest dataset to identify the most stable features between 
two interval CT scans (33). The primary tumor was 
segmented both in test scans and retest scans by applying 
the Grow Cut algorithm running on the 3D Slicer (version 
4.7.0, USA). The intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) 
was utilized to measure fixity. We performed a two-way 
fixed effect, absolute agreement, and single measurement 
model for ICC calculations (34). ICC values range from 0 
to 1, and values closer to 1 indicate better stability.

Feature selection

All patients enrolled in this study were divided into a 
training set and test set before treatment (4:1). The least 
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO) Cox 
regression analysis with a leave-one-out cross-validation was 
performed on the training set to identify the most suitable 
and adequate radiomics model by reducing parameter 
redundancy.

Development and validation of radiomics signature in 
predicting pre-treatment BM for ALK-positive NSCLC 
patients

Firstly, we tried to develop a predictive signature for 
predicting pretreatment BM for ALK-positive NSCLC 
patients (Figure 2C). To achieve this goal, the logistic 
regression model was trained for the radiomics feature(s) 
and other traditional CPFs on a training set, and the test 
set was used as an independent validation cohort to verify 
the performance of the signature. The receiver operating 
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characteristic (ROC) curve was constructed to assess the 
predictive power of the signature, and the area under curve 
(AUC) was calculated.

Radiomics signature-based predictive analysis of BM 
during follow-up observation

For those without BM at baseline assessment, we then 
assessed the predictive ability of the signature for the 
emergence of BM during/after treatment (Figure 2D). 
Considering different treatment strategy and highly variable 
prognosis, those patients were divided into stage III and 
stage IV groups for further analyses. A ROC analysis was 
performed for each group.

Assessment of prognostic value of general signature for BM

After proving the extended predictive value of the 
radiomics signature during surveillance, we then further 
explored the possibility of using this approach to develop 
a stratified model for BM during surveillance. For these 
locally advanced and advanced NSCLC patients, treatment 
strategy was individualized because of patients’ general 
condition and preference. So, treatment features were also 
taken into consideration (e.g., whether receive surgery, 
radiotherapy, chemotherapy and target therapy or not). 
We conducted Cox regression analysis to evaluate the 
prognostic performance of the radiomics signature and 
potential treatment features for BM. The general index 

Figure 2 Representative clinical cases and related thoracic CT/brain MRI images. One patient had pretreatment thoracic CT image (A) 
and brain MRI image (C) which indicated brain metastasis (yellow arrow) at baseline examination. Another patient (B) was free from brain 
metastasis at baseline evaluation but developed brain metastasis after chemotherapy (D, blue arrow). CT, computed tomography; MRI, 
magnetic resonance imaging.

A C

B D
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(Gen_index) was calculated for each patient via a linear 
combination of features multiplied by their coefficients. 
Patients were classified into high risk or low risk groups 
according to Gen_index, and the appropriate threshold was 
determined by using the median value of Gen_index. Log-
rank test was used to describe the significance of difference 
between two groups.

Data analysis

A test-retest analysis was performed to identify stable 
radiomics features. LASSO Cox regression and a leave-one-
out cross-validation were conducted to reduce redundant. 
Variables’ relationship with pretreatment BM status was 
measured by univariable logistic regression analyses. 
Performance of logistic regression model was measured 
by AUC of ROC curve. Statistical comparison between 
group III and IV was performed using Chi Square test. 
Cox regression analyses were performed to find prognostic 
clinical and radiomics feature(s) for BM during follow-up 
and log-rank test was performed to describe the difference 
between two risk groups. Statistical analyses were performed 
using R software (version 3.3.2; http://www.Rproject.org), 
the reported statistical significance levels were all two-sided, 
with statistical significance set at 0.05.

Results

Clinical data

In total, 132 patients were enrolled retrospectively, including 
27 patients with BM at baseline examination. The median 
follow-up time was 11.8 months (range, 0.1–65.2 months).  
All patients were randomly divided into two groups: 
training set (80%) and test set (20%). The median survival 
time had not been attained (NA) yet in both sets. The 
training set included a total of 106 patients, and 21 of them 
had BM before treatment. Regarding the 26 patients in the 
test set, totally six of them had pretreatment BM. Detailed 
baseline information is provided in Table 1.

Test-retest reliability and construction of radiomics 
signature

Among all 203 features in the RIDER dataset, we identified 
132 stable features (65%) with an ICC greater than 0.9, 
which was considered to indicate high reliability. We then 
included the 132 features into LASSO regression model 

for developing an adequate radiomics signature to predict 
pretreatment BM. Only one feature was qualified for the 
radiomics signature: W_GLCM_LH_Correlation (P value 
=0.014).

Performance of radiomics signature in predicting 
pretreatment BM in ALK-positive NSCLC patients

No clinical variable was found significantly predictive of 
pretreatment BM in the training set except the radiomics 
feature (W_GLCM_LH_Correlation). The detailed 
information of univariate logistic regression is presented in 
Table 1. The predictive model was defined as:

logit (P) = 0.819-5.696× W_GLCM_LH_Correlation
In the training set, the predictive power of the model was 

measured by the area under the ROC curve, with an AUC 
of 0.687 (95% CI: 0.551–0.824), specificity of 83.5% and 
sensitivity of 57.1%, and the model also exhibited modest 
performance in the test set, with an AUC of 0.642 (95% CI: 
0.501–0.783), specificity of 60.0% and sensitivity of 83.3% 
(Figure 3).

Application of radiomics signature in predicting BM in 
follow-up observation

Those 105 patients without BM at baseline examination 
were divided into groups of stage III (n=57) and stage IV  
(n=48). Stage IV patients refer to those harboring 
extracranial metastasis at baseline examination. We 
continued monitoring their BM status during follow-
up. Twelve stage III and four stage IV patients had BM, 
respectively, during or after treatment. The radiomics 
signature developed previously also exhibited reposeful 
performance to predict BM during follow-up in two groups 
separately (stage III: AUC =0.682, 95% CI: 0.537–0.826, 
specificity =64.4%, sensitivity =75.0%; stage IV: AUC 
=0.653, 95% CI: 0.503–0.804, specificity =70.4%, sensitivity 
=75.0%), implying that the feature correlated with 
pretreatment BM also had relatively stable predictive value 
in the follow-up observation (Figure 4).

Prognostic value and risk stratification ability of general 
signature

The treatment information for the 105 patients until the 
emergence of BM (event) or until the date that the patient 
was last known to be free from BM is presented in Table 2.

We implemented univariate Cox regression analyses 
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Table 1 Patient characteristics and baseline information

Characteristic
Train set

P
Test set

BM (n=21) No BM (n=85) BM (n=6) No BM (n=20)

Age 0.512

≤45 5 (23.8%) 14 (16.5%) 1 (16.7%) 6 (30.0%)

45–59 11 (52.4%) 48 (56.5%) 2 (33.3%) 9 (45.0%)

≥60 5 (23.8%) 23 (27.0%) 3 (50.0%) 5 (25.0%)

Gender 0.262

Female 11 (52.4%) 33 (38.8%) 4 (66.7%) 10 (50%)

Male 10 (47.6%) 52 (61.2%) 2 (33.3%) 10 (50%)

Smoking history 0.83

Yes 4 18 0 6

No 17 67 6 14

Histology 0.318

Adenocarcinoma 20 84 5 20

Not classified NSCLC 1 1 1 0

Tumor type 0.319

Central 9 42 2 3

Peripheral 9 41 3 15

Diffuse 2 1 1 2

NA 1 1 0 0

T stage 0.897

T1/T2 8 40 2 13

T3/T4 9 42 4 7

NA 4 3 0 0

N stage 0.472

N0/N1 0 5 0 2

N2/N3 20 80 6 18

NA 1 0 0 0

Presence of extracranial 
metastases

0.714

Yes 7 39 3 9

No 14 46 3 11

Overall stage

IIIA 0 26 0 6

IIIB 0 20 0 5

IV 21 39 6 9

Table 1 (continued)
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to assess the prognostic value of radiomics and treatment 
features associated with BM during surveillance for two 
groups. The results are presented in Table 3. Neither 
radiomics feature nor treatment features were significantly 
prognostic for BM in either stage III or IV patients (P value 
>0.05). However, in the stage III group, the multivariate 
Cox regression model which incorporated variables of 
whether receive chemotherapy/radiotherapy or not and the 
radiomics feature, was able to identify high risk or low risk 

patients for BM by stratification analysis (log-rank P value 
=0.021). Mean BM free time for high risk group was 30.6 
(95% CI: 23.2–38.1) months. Mean BM free time for low 
risk group was 44.0 (95% CI: 38.6–49.5) months (Figure 5).

Discussion

For most lung cancer patients, disease is locally advanced 
(stage III) or advanced (stage IV) at the time of diagnosis.
For these patients, some stage III patients are eligible for 
surgery, whereas most of them need diversified treatment 

Table 1 (continued)

Characteristic
Train set

P
Test set

BM (n=21) No BM (n=85) BM (n=6) No BM (n=20)

Radiomics feature 0.014*

Median 0.328 0.433 0.438 0.464

Interquartile range 0.274–0.431 0.373–0.487 0.286–0.472 0.388–0.517

Survival (months) NA NA NA NA

P value was derived from the univariate logistic regression analyses between each of the variables and BM status. Median survival time 
was not attained (NA) in all groups. *, P<0.05. NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; BM, brain metastasis.

Figure 3 ROC curves of radiomics signature in predicting 
pretreatment BM among ALK-positive NSCLC patients. AUC 
was defined as area under curve. For an effective regression model 
(AUC >0.5), the closer AUC is to 1.0, the better the model. ROC, 
receiver operating characteristic curve; BM, brain metastasis; 
NSCLC, non-small cell lung cancer; AUC, area under curve.

Figure 4 ROC curves of radiomics signature in predicting 
subsequent BM status during surveillance among stage III/IV 
patients. ROC, receiver operating characteristic curve; BM, brain 
metastasis.
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strategies based on radiotherapy and chemotherapy. 
Although these traditional treatment strategies are effective 
to some extent, the overall therapeutic outcomes remain 
unsatisfying. One of the leading causes might be neglect of 
tumor heterogeneity. Estimating the risk of invasion and 
recurrence according to different genotypes and phenotypes 
of lung cancer will be the key to comprehensively 
unders tanding the  heterogenei ty  o f  tumors  and 
implementing individualized treatment. Great efforts have 
been contributed to the investigation of this issue in recent 
years (6,35-38).

In  microscopic  terms,  tumor heterogenei ty  i s 
traditionally measured and differentiated based on tissue 
cytology and gene level. Approximately 5% of NSCLC 
patients harbor ALK rearrangements, brain metastases and 
disease progression in the brain are very common in ALK-
positive patients (39). Despite the increasing number of 
investigations seeking to establish specific predictive and 
prognostic models for ALK-positive NSCLC patients (35), 
an effective and acknowledged method for predicting BM 
in such a group of patients has not been reported yet. Thus, 
our research is enlightening and exhibits potential for future 
studies.

Radiomics describes tumor heterogeneity from a 
macroscopic perspective. Numerous studies on its 
predictive value for tumor metastases and progression 
have been performed in recent years, and most of them 
focused on lymphatic metastasis of various types of tumors 
(26,29,40-42), including lung cancer (27,28). Nevertheless, 
research using a radiomics approach based on thoracic 
CT images in the prediction of BM among ALK-positive 
NSCLC patients has been rarely reported to date, so our 
study is original and novel. A recent study by Chaddad 

et al. (43) proved that quantitative thoracic CT imaging 
features may serve as indicators of survival for patients 
with large-cell-carcinoma (LCC), primary-tumor-sizes 
(T2) and no lymph-node-metastasis (N0). The result of 
our study was consistent with Chaddad et al.’s in terms of 
proving radiomics feature’s capability in risk prediction and 
prognostic evaluation for NSCLC patients. However, our 
study focused on a minority of NSCLC patients with high 
incidence of BM and we aimed at finding possible radiomics 
marker for predicting BM status for such patients, which 
has positive meaning for clinical treatment decision-making 
and prognosis evaluation. In this sense, our study has made 
positive attempt in extending radiomics application space in 
predicting distant metastasis.

In this study, we analyzed 132 radiomics features out 
of 203 features extracted from pretreatment thoracic CT 
images of stage III/IV NSCLC patients harboring EML4-
ALK fusion, and one radiomics feature (W_GLCM_LH_
Correlation) was found predictive of BM before treatment. 
Gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) is one type 
of texture feature that describes the values, distances, 
and angles of gray combinations of image (44), and  
W_GLCM_LH_Correlation is a wavelet transformed 
texture feature. Among all radiomics features, texture 
features are known to be most closely related with tumor 
heterogeneity and prognosis, while wavelet feature is the 
result of filter transformation of intensity and texture 
features (24). Some studies have successfully developed 
texture and wavelet features to distinguish NSCLC from 
benign lung lesions (14). Radiomics approach based on 
texture and wavelet features can serve as predictive markers 
of EGFR, Kirsten rat sarcoma viral oncogene (KRAS), ALK 
and ROS1 gene mutations in lung cancer (25,45). Previous 
studies have also confirmed that radiomics features could 
predict local recurrence or distant metastasis of lung cancer. 
Coraller et al. (46) constructed a radiomics model with 635 
features, and 35 of them can predict distant metastasis, 
mainly including two types: wavelet HHL-Skewness and 
texture feature GLCM-Cluster shade. Ferreira Junior  
et al. (47) found that radiomics characterization approach 
presented great potential in lymph node metastasis, distant 
metastasis, and histopathology pattern recognition. Our 
study further confirmed that wavelet transformed texture 
feature can be related to early BM in lung cancer patients 
with specific driver gene mutation (ALK-positive). The 
conclusion of this study is also consistent with the previous 
study. Regarding acknowledged CPFs, such as smoking 

Table 2 Treatment information and subsequent BM status for  
105 patients without BM before treatment

Treatment
Stage

P value
III (n=57) IV (n=48)

Surgery 26 (45.6%) 0 0.000

Radiotherapy 21 (36.8%) 2 (4.2%) 0.000

Chemotherapy 45 (78.9%) 28 (58.3%) 0.022

Target therapy 17 (29.8%) 18 (37.5%) 0.406

Brain metastasis 12 (21.1%) 4 (8.3%) 0.071

Statistical comparison between stage III and IV groups was 
performed using Chi square tests. BM, brain metastasis.
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history (46), none were significantly correlated with BM in 
this study, indicating that ALK-positive NSCLC might be 
a unique subtype of NSCLC and it is pressing to identify 
unique predictive methods for such patients.

Retrospective analysis of ALK-positive NSCLC patients 
with BM enrolled in PROFILE 1005 and PROFILE  
1007 (11) demonstrates that crizotinib contributes to a high 
disease control rate for BM. Nevertheless, brain remains the 
most common site of progression in patients with or without 
baseline BM. Thus, it is essential to develop predictable and 
prognostic indicators for BM not only before treatment but 

also during surveillance. We verified the further predictive 
value of the radiomics signature for BM emergence during 
follow-up for those without BM at baseline examination, 
and we eventually observed its promising performance 
in separate groups of stage III and stage IV patients, 
indicating that the radiomics feature has the potential to 
represent a stable biomarker correlated with BM in long-
term surveillance. No significant discovery resulted from 
individually introducing clinical treatments covariates into 
the prognostic evaluation of BM in either group. However, 
the integration of radiomics feature and treatments 
elements (chemotherapy and radiotherapy), was helpful to 
risk assessment for BM in stage III patients. It is well known 
that concurrent and sequential chemoradiotherapy are 
standard treatment strategies for stage III NSCLC patients, 
and our study confirms that chemoradiotherapy for such 
patients may have some reference for the emergence of BM 
during follow-up observation.

There are some limitations in this study. Considering the 
general low incidence of ALK rearrangement among NSCLC 
patients and that many patients had already received various 
therapies before they came to FUSCC, the sample size of 
this study is limited. An expanded sample size and external 
multicenter validation are necessary for further investigations 
in order to verify the results of this study. In addition, it is 
necessary to include NSCLC patients with other driver 
gene mutations (e.g., EGFR, ROS1 and KRAS) to explore 
the extensibility and universal applicability of this radiomics 
signature. Finally, our study was implemented on chest CT 
images, and the predictive value of the radiomics signature 
could be further explored in other clinical images, such as 
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain or positron 
emission tomography (PET), which are both essential 
examinations at baseline evaluation for NSCLC patients.

Table 3 Univariate Cox regression analyses for BM in stage III and IV patients

Variable
HR 95% CI P value

III IV III IV III IV

Surgery 0.459 – 0.132–1.598 – 0.221 –

Chemotherapy 26.358 37.075 0.028–24970.833 0.001–1362551.022 0.349 0.501

Radiotherapy 1.796 0.045 0.567–5.689 0.000–2996005470.131 0.320 0.807

Target therapy 0.567 0.007 0.153–2.103 0.000–1551.563 0.396 0.433

W_GLCM_LH_Correlation 0.274 0.195 0.001–67.418 0.000–164362.108 0.645 0.814

BM, brain metastasis.

Figure 5 Stratification analysis in stage III patients. Stage III 
patients could be divided into low risk and high risk groups for BM 
based on the Gen_index value of Cox regression (log-rank P value 
=0.021), and the median Gen_index value served as cut-off point 
to distinguish two risk groups. Those whose Gen_index ≥ median 
Gen_index were high risk and those whose Gen_index < median 
Gen_index were low risk. Gen_index = −1.040× W_GLCM_LH_
Correlation +0.255× Radiotherapy +12.149× Chemotherapy.
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Conclusions

In conclusion, we discovered that a radiomics wavelet 
texture feature W_GLCM_LH_Correlation, which was 
derived from pretreatment thoracic CT, presented potential 
in predicting BM in stage III/IV ALK-positive NSCLC 
patients. This preliminary finding allows possibility in 
exploring risk prediction models for early identification of 
BM for such patients. 
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Supplementary

Radiomics features extraction

An in-house feature extraction code-set was performed 
on MATLAB 2015b (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) in 
patients’ CT images to extract features. Totally 203 features 
were extracted (Table S1). Following equations define some 
of these features.

GLCM features

Notation:
p(i,j): (i,j)th entry in a normalized gray-tone spatial-

dependence matrix, =P(i,j)/R
Ng: Number of distinct gray levels in the quantized 

image.
px(i): ith entry in the marginal-probability matrix 

obtained by summing the rows of p(i,j), 1
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Where μx, μy, σx, σy are the means and standard deviations 
of px(i) and py(j).
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GLRLM feature

Notation:
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Long run emphasis (LRE):
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In the above, nr is the total number of runs and np is the 
number of pixels in the image.

Low gray-level run emphasis (LGRE):
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Table S1 Overview of radiomics features

Types
Feature type 1: 
geometry features

Feature type 2: 
histogram features

Feature type 3: texture features
Feature type 4: 
wavelet featuresGray-level co-occurrence 

matrix based features
Gray-level run-length matrix 
based features

Number 3 9 20 11 160

Definition Volume Mean Contrast Short run emphasis Wavelet histogram 
feature

Area Median Correlation Long run emphasis Wavelet GLCM

VolumeArea_Ratio Variance Energy Gray-level non-uniformity Wavelet GLRM

Skewness Homogeneity Run length non-uniformity

Kurtosis Mean Run percentage

Minimum Variance Low gray level run emphasis

Maximum Std High gray level run emphasis

Std Dissimilarity Short run low gray level 
emphasis

Range Entropy Short run high gray level 
emphasis

Sum_average Long run low gray level 
emphasis

Difference_average Long run high gray level 
emphasis

Sum_variance

Difference_variance

Sum_Entropy

Difference_Entropy

Information_Measures_I

Information_Measures_II

Maximal_Correlation_
Coefficient

Homogeneity_Original

Correlation_Original

An in-house feature extraction code-set was performed on MATLAB 2015b (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) in patients’ CT images to 
extract features. Totally 203 features were extracted.


